Monitor and control occupational safety

Create risk assessments and operating instructions in minutes

Manage employee qualifications
Health & Safety module

The Health & Safety module assists you in consolidating occupational health and safety management in your company; meet legal requirements, inspect and improve existing working conditions and lower your risk of liability. Working with EcoWebDesk means you are working in compliance with OHSAS 18001.

Forewarned is forearmed

By using the Health & Safety module you can document and assess risks, determine safeguards and thus reduce the potential for accidents and hazards to health. Are you planning to evaluate a production process or assess the working environment? No problem at all as EcoWebDesk supports you in executing the usual seven steps of a risk assessment.

Operating instructions at the push of a button

Are your operating instructions still up-to-date? You can use the Health & Safety module to generate and update operating instructions. Select the desired information from a database of warning phrases and signs, and the document is ready in minutes. This standardized procedure ensures consistency and clear directions for everyone involved.

Instructions and qualifications at a glance

The instruction schedule gives you an overview of employees’ qualifications, indicating when the next instructions are due. Qualifications required for different activities are taken into account. If you need to fix a date you can conveniently invite all participants by email.

Avoid and document accidents

Critical incidents and near-miss-situations can be documented in the Health & Safety module. You can immediately analyze the causes and derive corrective actions in order to avoid future occurrences of similar incidents. Should an accident occur after all you can generate the mailable notice of accident with minimum effort and send it to the responsible occupational health and safety agency. The evaluation of the accident indicators creates a good overview within the company.
Health & Safety module
Module features

Risk assessments and operating instructions

- Create risk assessments and operating instructions for working systems and elements of working systems
- Risk assessments including risk documentation, risk evaluation, determination of safeguards and reassessment
- Operating instructions that contain information about risks, safeguards, malfunctions, first aid, maintenance and disposal
- Automatic reminder for reviews

Personal qualifications

- Review database of employees' activities and qualifications
- Plan, organize and document instructions and suitability checks
- Issue certificates after successful participation
- Determine repetition cycles for instructions with the automatic reminder feature
- Coordinate instruction schedule for a quick overview of future appointments
- Qualification statistics and evaluation

Incident management

- Document dangerous situations and accidents, simple and direct reporting by employees
- Analyze root cause and derive immediate measures
- Create mailable accident notices
- View automated accident statistics and determine accident indicators (e.g. lost working days per employee, severity rate, frequency rate)
- Evaluate accidents by means of statistics and charts
- Protect sensitive data with the sophisticated access rights concept